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Smashing Pumpkins' Billy Corgan set to open
Chicago teahouse
Singer now has a café and pro-wrestling league in his business empire

More Smashing Pumpkins news, reviews, videos and tour
dates
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Smashing Pumpkins frontman Billy Corgan has announced that he is opening a
teahouse in his home city of Chicago.

Corgan, whose band are currently gearing up for the release of their new studio album
'Oceania', will open the café in Chicago's upscale Highland Park neighbourhood. Corgan
has said that he hopes to open the still-unnamed teahouse in March or April 2012 and that
it will have a menu of exotic teas, vegan sweets and coffee.

He told Rolling Stone: "It has a whimsical
feel to it. It'll feel like you're stepping back in
time in terms of space, but what we put into
the space will change. My dream number is
changing it 15 to 20 times a month where
you're inviting people to talk about film or
have an open mic night."

He also said that he will not personally be
hanging in the café as he does not wish to make a spectacle of himself. He said of this: "If
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Foster The People rev eal new song 'Pseudologia
Fantastica' – listen

Daft Punk and Miley  Cy rus to appear on Pharrell
Williams' album 'G I R L'

Brody  Dalle, Chlöe Howl and Pusha T join Way
Out West line-up

Drenge play  three new songs at London NME
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Nick Grimshaw bookies' fav ourite to host Brit Liv e Nation denies reports Miley  Cy rus' 'Bangerz'
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Billy  Corgan to play  eight hour long gig inspired by  Hermann Hesse's novel 'Siddhartha'
Smashing Pumpkins to release 3D concert film and live album
Smashing Pumpkins box set 'The Aeroplane Flies High' to be reissued with 90 bonus tracks

Previous: Coldplay set to pocket £1
million fee for playing NYE show in Abu
Dhabi

Next: Lost Radiohead track 'How Do
You Sit Still' revealed as a hoax - audio

SMASHING PUMPKINS MERCHANDISE

Red Sky

people come in to stalk me I won't hang out because I don't want to disrupt the customers".

Corgan announced earlier this year that he has also started his own professional wrestling
company. 

The singer has called the firm Resistance Pro and has said he will be operating as
'creative director'. It is set to beginning auditioning partcipants in the next few days. 

Smashing Pumpkins have just completed a full UK tour and are strongly rumoured to be
in line to play a number of European festivals next summer. 
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